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THE BEGINNING
The 21st century was a difficult time for humanity. It was a time of exploration of the Solar System and
beyond, but also a time of a series of ecological disasters. It was a time of technological marvels and a
time of near extinction. It was a time of great social changes and a time of fall of the old order around
the globe. It was a transition time that shaped space-faring humanity.
Not for the first time in history, hubris and self-interest propelled an over-optimistic vision of the future.
By the mid-21st century, it was already too late. Despite the increasingly frantic warnings of lobby
groups, campaigners and economists, the pressures of over-exploited natural resources, environmental
pollution, and population growth brought the world to its tipping point. And even past the point of
no return, vested interests had wrapped the international community in a straitjacket of stockpiled
wealth that placed the governments of the United States, much of South America, and most of Europe
effectively at their beck and call. At the same time, the culture of consumption defied all efforts to turn
it around.
HARDWAR – also known as Hardware Warfare, a type of warfare fought by privately owned, mostly remotely
operated armoured assets engaged in fast-moving, small-scale actions against the orthodox military, police,
and security forces and, on occasion, against rival commercial forces, either independently or in conjunction
with a larger corporate-military strategy.
The word “hardwar” (the abbreviation of hardware warfare) originates from the Ethiopian-Yemeni conflict
(2068-69), that kept hundreds of thousands of Yemeni soldiers and partisans opposed by an army of
remotely-controlled weapons systems, locked in what amounted to an extended public advertising campaign.
The international press community coined the catchy term “hardwar” for a description of the nature of this
conflict. Since late 2080 this term also covers autonomous and AI warfare assets.
Universal Encyclopedia, Canal 2225 edition
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Then the High Tide came. Scientists warned
about global warming many decades earlier,
but pro-ecological initiatives worldwide were
too little too late. Ice on both poles started to
melt, as well as Siberian permafrost. Released
methane and reduction of polar caps accelerated
the greenhouse effect, causing more thawing
and melting. Oceans started to rise. By that
time, over 40% of Earth’s 10 billion population
lived within 100 km off the coastlines around the
world. Consequences were as easy to predict
as they were catastrophic. New York, Seattle,
Miami, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Venice,
Amsterdam, Hamburg, Barcelona, Dubai, Buenos
Aires are just top of the list of cities that had to be
abandoned, sooner or later. Bangladesh literally
became the Bengal Sea. While it took a couple of
decades, the impact on the world was dramatic,
with an almost twenty meter rise in sea levels by
2090.
The environmental impact didn’t end with
increased sea levels. As a direct effect of it,
Gulfstream had vanished, causing drastic
changes in the weather of the western
hemisphere. Monsoons had been affected as
well, due to the quickly increasing temperatures
of the oceans. And again, the effects were
disastrous. Powerful storms had ruined what
was left of the East Coast of the US and the
Caribbean, dust storms and droughts had turned
large parts of southern Asia and North America
into deserts. Europe was scorched with heatwave

after heatwave. In this cascade of disasters, there
were few positive accents. Thawed Siberian
permafrost became one of the most fertile lands
on Earth, quickly becoming the new world’s
granary. Sahara, Australia, and the Middle East
experienced increased rainfalls followed by a
large vegetation boom. Amazon forests had
flourished, as had marine life all over the planet.
Earth’s population became stable at 8 billion
in 2080. Partially due to famine, drought and
plagues that came with climate change, partially
due to strict birth control policy imposed in
regions most affected by shortages of food, but
mostly due to the anarchy that followed in most
endangered areas. A few millions had emigrated
to Earth’s orbit and beyond, to the newly made
colonies on the Moon and Mars.
Many species had gone extinct, and if not for
extensive DNA databanks and storage facilities,
those would have been lost forever. Eventually,
the climate got stabilized by 2090 thanks to
atmospheric converters, repurposed from Martian
areoforming efforts.
The general public had little understanding of
what was going on in the initial stages of this
ecocalypse, kept in the embrace of agendaoperated media and comfortable consumerism.
But it wasn’t long before they felt its effects. In
a cruel twist of irony, the general public turned
on the environmental lobby whom they saw
as having failed them. Activists were driven
underground and to increasingly violent and
desperate acts to try to save what they could of
the global civilization.
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POLITICAL SHIFT
The climate situation was not the only change
of 21st century Earth. The politics have changed
as well. Globalization that started at the end of
the previous century was blooming, creating
interconnected, cosmopolitical society interacting
through social media, worldwide free access
to satellite-feed Earthnet, green and affordable
global transport. National allegiance became
much less important than being a citizen of the
world. But it wasn’t so in the beginning.
At the same time, a new power started to rise on
a global level. Massive corporations had started
merging into multinational entities, less and less
dependent on government policies, while at
the same time more influential. Multinationals
became transnationals, scattered around the
globe in quickly emerging “flag of convenience”
countries, or even outside of the jurisdiction of
any government, on Earth’s orbit, or the Moon
and Mars. It was no longer about money, it
was about power. Suddenly most governments
became hostages of transnational lobbyists. The
message was simple - give us what we want, or
we will take our business, assets and specialists
elsewhere. Given that in some countries single
transnationals generated even 30% of their GDP,
no alternatives were possible.
Transnationals were not the only ones influencing
policies worldwide. Consumption patterns also
changed, especially in the energy sector. The
world’s dependency on providers of fossil fuels
and nuclear isotopes was diminishing, replaced
by renewable energy, efficient and cheap
hydrogen cells, and the wide-scale introduction
of cold fusion reactors. Around the middle of
the century uranium, oil, gas and coal practically
vanished from the market, replaced by cheap
and efficient hydrogen power produced from
abundant seawater in electrolytic plants and
bioreactors, and by even cheaper bioplastics.
This caused further consequences to
international politics. Previously strategically
important countries providing those resources in
the 20th century were left behind in the race for
planetary domination. Scales has shifted, status
quo has changed, making room for The New.

True transnationals were in their infancy, but
they were hungry for power. While diminishing
superpowers were busy carving out new
influence zones, the rest of the world was left
to themselves. This is what transnationals were
waiting for. Large scope operations started in
the most promising regions of the world. Social
campaigns, large investments in education and
facilities, ecological initiatives, employment,
security… All sponsored by transnationals with
one goal - taking control over governments and
in effect, countries. Kenya and Venezuela were
among the first countries to relinquish their
ineffective democratic governments and replace
them with corporate management. Kenya,
managed by mostly European consortia, became
a model project, a seed of African Federation.
“Sponsored” by much more aggressive and
ruthless Northern American corporations,
Venezuela had quickly turned into an economical
disaster, exploited and abandoned. A similar
pattern was repeating all around the world for
a decade with a variable rate of success. Then
corporate executives turned their heads toward
the superpowers. The era of corpo-colonialism
had started.
African Federation
With the markets of the Far East effectively
closed to non-Chinese companies, with Europe
boiling from diverging forces, with the USA going
through the Second Civil War, a cabal of the
world’s most powerful transnationals agreed to
run a deficit for twenty years to turn Africa into
their continent.
With prospering corporate Kenya project as an
example, they had met hardly any resistance.
Inevitably, investment began to flow away from
Europe and North America and towards the
emerging economies of Africa. With rising sea
levels affecting impoverished coastal regions and
apparently limitless corporate capital suddenly
flowing into undeveloped and unprotected
African markets, the face of Africa was about to
change irrevocably.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo was, at
this point, enjoying a rare window of political
stability and, with its central location, proximity
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to the mineral resources of the heart of the
continent and its strategic location on the fabled
Congo River, Kinshasa became second after
Nairobi most favoured corporate capital of slowly
growing African Union. It also became a refuge
port for American corporations evacuating their
assets from the war-torn USA. 90% of Silicon
Valley moved into Kinshasa within a decade.
By 2065 it had transformed into a sprawling
and luxurious park-city, with entertainment
centres and ethno-museums beside ultramodern
residential and office buildings that sprang up in
glass and steel along the sparkling promenades.
The political system worked hand-in-hand with
the corporate system that fed it, and not only
jobs but research, manufacturing, and creative
arts poured from the hands of the corporations.
The nation’s primary problems of food shortages,
disease, and crime were solved. Unsurprisingly,
the corporations enjoyed astonishing approval
ratings while living standards in Africa improved
dramatically.

recently fortified by inter-cartel marriages, with
pacts of mutual support and truces made.
Cartel families became a sort of royalty of the
21st century, with an almost feudal structure
of governorship, and all that comes with it.
Private armies are recruited from loyal familias
in exchange for profits, nepotism is common
and society, while free, is visibly segregated into
those who own and those who don’t. Even the
Catholic Church is still strong in the area.
Ecology and sustainability play a big part in
Cartel America dealings. Cartels diversified from
their usual drug production and distribution. They
invited metanationals to open their facilities on
their lands, they also started a few of their own,
often investing loans from the Bank of Vatican.
They are famed for breakthrough biotech,
with cutting edge medicine, designer drugs,
cybernetics and bodymods, security systems and
infotech. Hackers coming from Cartel lands are
sought-after all over the world.

Under the benign pressure of the corporations,
the African Union gave birth to the smaller, but
politically more potent, African Federation. The
2066 Federation Act legalized the mercenary
companies that had transformed from amoral
militias into slick corporate partners, working
with the transnationals to protect people and
property. In practice, this provided the basis for
the creation of a new wave of modern armies,
financed from the pockets of companies, not
states.
African Federation affiliated companies are the
largest shareholders in the Kilimanjaro Space
Elevator.
Cartel America
With dwindling US interference in foreign affairs,
the power vacuum was quickly filled with new
apex predators. Cartels eventually took reign
over extended Central America, from Mexico
to Ecuador and Brazil. Today they are a distant
echo of former drug lords and their henchmen.
Technically dictatorships born in coups,
assassinations, and bloody guerrilla wars, most
cartel controlled areas are regions of stability,
peace and prosperity. While border skirmishes
are common, there is a bunch of loose coalitions

China
The People’s Republic of China shared a few
similarities with Russia in its evolution over
the 21st century. Central government and
nationalization of main sectors of industry
started way back in the 20th century, which gave
China a solid foundation to become one of the
kind „national mega-corporation” when a shift
of power from national governments towards
multinational corporations occurred.
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In the second half of the 21st century, after the
collapse of the European Union and the United
States, with the Russian Federation taken over
by The Syndicate, China was considered the only
true national superpower left.
While highly successful, China was not without its
problems. The rapid development of state of the
art manufacturing technologies and automation
created lots of social problems, greatly reducing
the need for the most iconic element of China’s
success - Chinese workers. China was forced
to become the first true welfare state, with
guaranteed benefits to every citizen, where work
and advanced education are rare privileges.
Children became a privileged luxury as well.
By 2080 China’s population was reduced to a
manageable 750 million and became stable.
Aside from basic income and free healthcare,
every citizen of China receives basic education
and is scrupulously surveyed for future potential.
Only the best are allowed to enter higher tiers of
state-sponsored education, to become engineers,
scientists, educators, and political elites. The
remaining masses have few options to escape
dull existence on welfare, the main being military
service, entertainment, and colonization.

Despite the official image of state-controlled
paradise, welfare society is full of black markets,
where services and goods are bartered among
those who want more from life than food stamps.
Gambling, drugs, prostitution, illegal fights,
uncensored networking, even unlicensed street
food are bartered in the darkest corners of
Chinese mega-cities. Traditional Chinese secret
societies are back in full bloom. Triads and tongs
are flourishing, controlling the black market and
underworld, silently applauded by officials, who
rarely order punitive actions against citizens
tainted by the black market. Triads are in fact sort
of an unofficial police force guarding the darkest
and dirtiest layers of society.
China remains the largest manufacturer of
goods on Earth and colonies. It is also a leader
in automation, employing „slave” AIs in almost
all aspects of life. While scientific progress is
still behind the African Federation or European
Consortium, Chinese specialists and scientists
are sought after in every facility, making them
valuable export commodities.
Foreign specialists are welcomed in Chinese
mega-cities where they can enjoy western
liberties in so-called Laowai Sectors, but in
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general, foreign specialists cannot be promoted
to key positions in myriads of state-owned
companies.
China is the major player in orbital settlements
and factories.
European Consortium
Europe has changed a lot since the beginning
of the 21st century. Balancing between
particular national interests and common good,
conservatism and liberalism, sooner or later it
was doomed to shatter if no common goal was
found. Along came the Consortium of native
corporations, led by Nova, to bring new purpose
to Europe. Space colonization became a mantra
for masses, new joint effort breakthroughs in
technology opened another era of conquest
and trade for the Old Continent. Following the
infamous path of Alexander the Great, the Roman
Empire, Venetian Republic, Hanseatic League,
and East India Company, Europe reached for
the stars with new hope. First mining asteroids
parked on stable orbits around Earth provided
unimaginable quantities of previously scarce
materials and resources, changing the game
forever. First orbital and lunar colonies, followed
by the settling of Mars came soon after. In a
short time, the Consortium’s wealth became so
enormous that it could easily buy out debts of
all EU countries, without any significant damage
to its own finances. And this is exactly what
Consortium did, becoming de facto owners of
European countries, theoretically ending the
democratic system on the continent.

prerogatives. But martial law did not last long.
To everyone’s surprise, the new system was
established quickly and every adult citizen
got an equal share in Consortium’s holdings,
becoming a voting member of the board. Anyone
who wanted, could trade their share on the
open market, or return it to the Council officials
in exchange for a ticket and place in one of
the quickly growing extraterrestrial colonies.
European Consortium is the largest investor in
the Martian colonisation effort.
Middle East
When petrochemicals became obsolete, there was
no easy way out for the Middle East. From Morocco
to Afghanistan, from Syria to Ethiopia, anarchy
became a new standard. Refugees flooded central
Africa, Europe, and Central Asia.
Israel, abandoned by its western allies, became
a literal fortress under constant siege, fighting for
survival.
Today the Middle East is considered a lawless
warzone full of shifting rogue states. Quite a few
companies keep their foothold here, mostly black
sites outside of any serious jurisdiction. It is also a
great proving ground for new Hardwar technologies.

North America
Canada transformed a lot over the last decades.
Climate impacted it heavily, changing coastlines
and increasing temperatures. Farming became
even more prosperous. Canada’s population
increased over 5 times during the 21st century,
flooded with immigrants from the collapsing
This caused great uproar among EU citizens.
United States, Middle East and Asia. Improving
Many radical factions emerged, opposing the
climate conditions allowed for the quick settling
new status quo. They used all forms of resistance, of large masses of people. New, corporatefrom artistic happenings, through online activity,
sponsored cities emerged in areas north of 55°
marches, protests, and riots, ending in local
latitude, now enjoying moderate continental
uprisings as well as a hacker and terrorist attacks. weather. Soon Canada became a mosaic of
The peak of this activity came in 2057, when
corporate holdings, similar to the USA one
one of the radical groups, the National Anticentury earlier.
Globalization Front, detonated a nuclear device in
the port of Marseilles, destroying a slowly sinking, The United States, once a world-shaking
superpower, did not survive until the end of
luckily mostly evacuated city.
the 21st century. The country got to the brink
Ironically, this single event helped the Consortium of economic collapse around the middle of the
in taking total control of the facade European
century. Coastline cities were flooded, agriculture
government, forcing it to dissolve and be
was ruined by designer plagues and droughts,
replaced by Corporate Council under martial law
slow death of fossil fuels upon which States
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heavily relied on, topped by a burst of the largest
stock market bubble, brought the country to its
knees. Social unrest and heavy polarization of the
population added riots and anarchy to the mix.
Wild, lobbied pro-corporate policies finished off
what was left, causing the whole country to follow
the path of Detroit.
US Dollar inflation reached the point of no
return, ending in WTO pulling the plug, declaring
the USA bankrupt in 2057. The collapse of
the government came shortly after. Free from
government supervision, a few states successfully
went for independence and built new local
coalitions. No longer united, states of America are
now struggling to survive on their own.
14 coalitions took place of once single nation.
California split into two republics, each with
its own experimental form of governorship.
Washington and Oregon merged into single
militaristic dictatorship entities, bordering
to the east with Mormon autonomy. Arizona
became an independent Navajo territory. East
from Arizona and Mormon lands lies Dustland,
a desolate area destroyed by droughts and
sandstorms, with excess radioactive fallout from
the Wolf Creek Incident, ending in seven states
turned into radioactive wastelands of Chernobyl
magnitude. Both Dakotas merged into Great
Dakota, wedged between the Dustlands and
Great Plains Federation. Great Lakes Megalopolis,
also known as Rustlands, is east from there.
Southward from GPF lies a coalition of Texarkana
states, formed of Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana.

Free Republican states are wedged between
Appalachia and Rustlands. North from Appalachia
lies Northeast Union, south from it lies the
Atlantic Coast Republic. What remains of Florida
after the flood is now an independent, lawless
pirate archipelago. Alaska sold itself to North Star
Corp, Hawaii and other Pacific territories joined
Oceania, and Puerto Rico became a base of a
very peculiar cartel, made out of employees and
operatives of the dissolved CIA.
The USA disappeared from the political map of
the Earth and became a hotbed of petty border
conflicts. The only serious resource from the
current USA is a spare workforce for high-risk
jobs. American colonists willing to settle on the
Moon, Mars, or other outworld colonies are a
common sight, so are “soft asset” mercenaries
serving in many corporate securities that cut
costs on hardware.
South Asia
(Indian Subcontinent)
The area south of the Himalayas was not as
lucky as China. With climate change, monsoons
changed as well. Bangladesh had been flooded
in 90%, turning into the Bengal Sea. Over 100
million surviving refugees sought asylum in
Pakistan and India, adding to the problems
both countries already had with droughts,
pollution, and insufficient food supply. Aside
from catastrophic weather, famine and plagues
tormented the whole subcontinent for almost two
decades, with almost no outside help.
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Hundreds of millions of people died in those dark
times.
Pakistan underwent a painful religious civil war
ignited by oppressed Bangladeshi refugees. The
country collapsed and shattered into smaller
warring states.
Northern states of India, once most populated,
are now desolate wastelands, buffering India
from Chinese Tibet. Most of the coastline was
destroyed by record-breaking monsoons,
bringing tsunami and high tide.
India overcame the crisis by turning to African
and European corporatism, creating its own
version of it. Each separate state was taken
under the sponsorship of a willing multinational,
giving them wide freedom in establishing local
laws. India became one large amalgam of flag of
convenience states.
Russian Syndicate
When the governments of the UE and the US
collapsed, Russia followed the continuous
evolution that started after the fall of the Soviet
Union. By the mid-century Russian Federation
government evolved into the so-called Syndicate,
the cabal of most influential oligarchs in the
state. At the time the whole government was a
giant nepotistic, oligarchic, mafia-like run state, in
which the Federal Assembly and key functions in
the government were filled almost exclusively by
representatives of various national industries.
Syndicate is currently Earth’s largest supplier
of energy. From cold fusion reactors, through
Helium3 lunar refineries, hydrogen cells, and
bioreactors, up to conventional solar and wind
farms. Another source of profiting are still
available fossil fuel deposits, along with methane
excavation in thawing Siberia.
The second big business is agricultural
production, quickly expanding over thawed
permafrost areas of Siberia. Orbital, Lunar, and
Martian colonies are heavily dependent on the
Syndicate supply chain.
Syndicate brought “recycling” to a whole new
level. Since the shortage of strategic materials
like uranium and plutonium, large parts of the
industry are salvage operations, concentrating
on searching and stripping old and abandoned

military bases, shut down power plants and
research complexes and nuclear missile silos all
over the world.
Russian Syndicate affiliates are leading in the
colonization of the Moon.
West Pacific Rim & Oceania
In the first half of the 21st century, Japan and
Australia reformed their coalition, seeking
dominance in the West Pacific Rim. Threatened
by rising ocean levels, the coalition quickly grew
to include New Zealand, Indonesia, South Korea,
as well as Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore.
Soon after, most of Oceania joined the ranks,
creating West Pacific Rim.
A multitude of Oceania’s islands vanished under
the sea, so did Hong Kong and a few other
low elevated pieces of land. Refugees fled to
Australia and New Zealand, forever changing
them.
Simultaneously with ecological disaster, the
“imperial corporationism” concept from the
late 20th century started to gain popularity in
Japan and South Korea. Keiretsu and chaebols
started to merge into powerful zaibatsu, quickly
establishing their presence along the West Pacific
Rim. Zaibatsu became crucial in financing help to
sinking Oceania.
Australia established New Hong Kong territory for
refugees from Southeast Asia. It soon became a
powerful ally, providing a massive business influx,
balancing northern zaibatsu influence.
Pacific nations underwent massive changes
due to climate disasters. Many former islanders
became ocean nomads, living in floating
arcologies and even undersea habitats, becoming
true masters of the ocean. Underwater mining,
algae farming, hydroponics, even whale farms
became staples of Oceania.
TRANSNATIONAL
AUTHORITY COUNCIL
After the conflict between United Lunar vs Zarya
Corp. transnationals discovered there is no
authority to regulate their conduct. The UN was
disbanded, WTO was meaningless, even the
World Court in Hague had no authority to enforce
its rulings.
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Corporations quickly understood the need
for independent authority to arbitrate and
settle conflicts of interests between warring
parties. In 2060, after months of negotiations
between boards of the largest transnationals
and governments, the Transnational Authority
Council, made out of corporate representatives,
was created. Each party agreed to subsidize it
and adhere to its rulings, with a whole system
of penalties, starting with fines, and ending with
banishment from markets.

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Mankind adapted to a new situation, but those
were dark days before evolution triumphed over
revolution. The first stages were really violent.
Slow but steady waves of refugees from sinking
areas caused increasing tensions all over the
world. Xenophobia, racism, segregation, and
even pogroms and purges were commonplace
in the first years of the flood. Communities were
closing down to strangers, immigrants were
chased away or locked down in ghettos, while
the old order of the world was collapsing.
With corporate rule came social changes.
Multinational corporations by definition had
to adapt to a multicultural work environment,

so it was natural they wanted to implement
it in subsidiary countries. At the same time
in outworld colonies, old ways became
meaningless, as people living there cared no
more for old Earth. In most corporate-controlled
regions, racial, gender even political and religious
differences were tossed aside in favour of a
unified front against elements. It was also the
largest Migration Period since the decline of the
Western Roman Empire, mixing nations on an
unprecedented scale, with great influence of
transnationals and their hiring practices.
Facing disastrous climate changes as well as
new cultural shifts, most transnationals changed
as well. The image of greedy Wall Street sharks
in suits was gone with Wall Street itself. With the
devaluation of previously finite resources, merit
became a new currency and reason for envy.
People were no longer hired because of their
inheritance and connections, but because of their
knowledge and skills. Transnationals became too
big for traditional management, strategic decision
making became too abstract and too difficult
to leave it to humans. Board decision-making
was mostly replaced by AI strategies, leaving
executives to fulfil them. With power so vast and
resources so plentiful, or maybe due to long-term
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strategies of management AIs, transnationals lost
interest in traditional forms of profit-making, now
it was all about power. And, surprisingly, about
responsibility coming with it.
The largest responsibility was in environmental
concerns. Most corporations embraced the idea
of fixing the world and invested their resources
in so much needed help. The first step was to
minimize Tide damage. New agglomerations
were built inland to accommodate refugees
from coastal cities, providing housing, amenities,
and work for those who needed it. European
and African projects were quickly followed by
Canada, Australia, Japan, and India, as well as
some parts of Central America. China got its own
megacities project, Russia moved much of its
endangered population into thawing Siberia.
Merit-based system of values, as well as new
frontier efforts, sparked enhanced evolution of
the human species. While cybernetics and biomodding were in general use since the 2030ies,
the true revolution came with enhanced prenatal
genome modification. Since 2080ies the first
generation of enhanced babies was being born.
Stronger, smarter, also wiser, able to interact with
AIs much better than regular homo sapiens.
A new civilization, or maybe even a new species
was being born.

THE NEW FRONTIER
The late twenties and early thirties were all about
returning to space. Those were the times of many
“firsts” in commercial space exploration - first
private manned orbital launch, first orbital hotel,
first orbital factory, first commercial landing on
the Moon, first automated asteroid mine…
In 2029 the USA briefly returned to the Moon,
a year later they were joined by China’s CNSA
and built the first permanent habitats on the
Moon. A year later ESA, heavily funded by Nova,
launched the first successful manned mission
to Mars. Three years later ISRO/ESA missions
established the first permanent base on Mars. In
2040 RFSA/JAXA launched a manned mission
to Venus. Two years later the first research base
was established in Venus’ atmosphere.

Private companies moved toward the Asteroid
Belt and NEO objects, in a new gold rush.
By 2050, just before the breakdown of the old
world order, Nova Consortium brought and
successfully parked an asteroid on Earth’s orbit,
creating a second Earth’s moon. 291 Alice, or
just Alice, Phobos-sized asteroid from the inner
Asteroid Belt, became a source of rare elements,
that quickly destabilized markets all around the
globe, and also made Nova Consortium insanely
rich. Alice Base, Nova’s orbital mining facility,
quickly grew to be a significant frontier port and
refuelling station for deep space missions.
The space race had changed during the collapse
of superpowers. Earth became a dangerous
place to be, millions of people wanted out, and
they did what they could to get to orbit and
beyond.
China focused mainly on the Near-Earth frontier,
building space and lunar habitats, factories and
cities. Golden Gate, their flagship project, took
five years to finish, but when done, it housed
over a million people and spawned a whole
constellation of second-generation orbital cities.
The inhabitants of orbital cities found
employment mainly in the ore processing
factories, in transport between the colonies
on the Moon and Mars, and in the general
service sector of maintaining such an
enormous population in such a dangerous
new environment. Tourism and research and
design played a significant role, as well as free
professions: journalists, artists and performers
turned living conditions – initially rather spartan
– into a luxury that could challenge what was
available on a struggling and poorly-governed
Earth.
Colonization of the Moon was rapidly accelerated
by the practical application of Helium3 in
fusion reactors, allowing for clean and safe,
high output energy sources. Harvesting He3
became a lucrative business, so transnationals
from all over the planet started to set up their
own facilities. One of the strongest competitors
was United Lunar, a private company owned by
former employees of disbanded NASA, merely
a few years before the collapse of the United
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States. United Lunar, thanks to local know-how
quickly gained the upper hand in the race for
He3 rich deposits, and quickly set up bases in
strategic locations. This caused friction with
Syndicate-funded Zarya Corp., ending with the
first extra-terrestrial armed conflict in 2059, that
escalated quickly and engulfed most of the Lunar
settlements, concluding in the destruction of over
20% of lunar habitats and facilities.
Martian colonization started in 2039 with
Mangala Outpost, quickly spawning into nearby
Concordia Base. The first waves of settlers were
scientists and engineers, who were tasked with
the preparation of the planet for exploitation and
mass colonization, driven by transnationals. But
not everything went according to plan. With a
high concentration of bright minds, new Martians
quickly developed self-sustaining habitats spread
all over the globe that were difficult to control by
their corporate overseers from Earth. Unlike the
Moon, access to Mars was much more difficult,
thus preventing any direct supervision. Martians
enjoyed much more freedom than lunar colonists
and had to rely more on their own ingenuity
and vast planetary resources to survive. Some
groups even deserted their posts and started

their own hidden settlements, unwilling to work
for corporations. In 2061 most of the Martian
colonies declared independence from Terran
rule. Sparse corporate security detachments on
the surface were unable to effectively control the
planet.
A newly formed TAC was tasked with resolving
the issue by all means necessary. The first
shuttle carrying reinforcements was deflected
with scatter missiles during its orbital entry and
pushed toward the Asteroid Belt as a warning,
the second one got shot down with a commercial
mass-driver used to send mined yield to orbit
for pickup. The third shuttle successfully landed
near Mangala Starport, only to face weaponized
mining labots surrounding it. The crew got an
ultimatum - either they would get back to orbit
and contact their superiors to send negotiators,
or they would be destroyed and Mars would
declare war against Earth.
Long negotiations between TAC and Martians
ended with the Bill of Martian Independence.
Mars became independent from TAC and the
powers behind it, but in exchange, it obliged itself
to accept a predefined annual quota of Earth
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refugees and allow for transnat business on the
surface in “commercial zones”. Mars also obliged
itself to accept Nova assistance in aeroforming
efforts, predicted to last at least a century.
Having seen the returns that Nova enjoyed
from its investment in space exploitation, the
African Federation based transnationals have
put considerable resources in an effort of
tethering Alice to Earth by Kiunga space elevator
on Kilimanjaro. Started in 2070, construction
took almost a decade, but after the first test lift,
mankind was free of gravitational bind to Earth, a
colonial effort accelerated rapidly.
Unlike Golden Gate, which had evolved far
beyond its original plan, Kiunga facilities on Alice
were designed from the outset as a place of
residence and life for millions of people. The last
basic module was connected only three years
after the start of construction, but the expansion
of the base, built with future growth in mind, took
the next two decades. By the end of the century,
it was home to several million people, by which
time a halo of other orbital cities Esperanza, New
Africa, and Quetta had been established.
The introduction of large quantities of He3
introduced new types of fuel and engines,
allowing for constant acceleration flight at 1G or
even more, allowing it to reach Jupiter’s orbit
within a week, and Mars in 3 days.

By the year 2099, mankind had permanent
outposts on all four inner planets. Venus was
home to a couple of hundred thousand people
living in floating aerostat cities roughly 60 km
above the surface. Mercury got a few small
research outposts on its dark side.
The Asteroid Belt became populated with
thousands of private prospectors as well as a
base for large mining corporations, with Ceres,
Vesta, and Juno serving as trading posts.
Jupiter moons, Io, Europa, Ganymede and
Callisto have been explored, and permanent
outposts have been established. Colonisation
efforts are considered for Europa.
Saturn moons have been explored in recent
years, exclusively by Nova, with successful
manned landings on Rhea, Titan, Tethys, and
Iapetus. Titan’s permanent base is under
construction. Iapetus is rumoured to be a site of
undercover research base.
Expeditions to outer planets and toward Oort
Cloud are being planned.
In the meantime groups of researchers are
working on theoretical concepts of FTL drives,
and some of them are rumoured to be more than
just theoretical concepts.
Finally, in recent years astronomers are focusing
on the Epsilon Eridani star and its companion,
known as Aegir, which seems to emit unusual
radio signals…
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CORPORATE SECURITY COMPANY
We all know that Hardwars are happening, but what is the reason, incentive and purpose behind
them? Money, as usual, is the correct answer. But let us take a closer look at how they started.
The first thing we need to understand Hardwar as a concept is that there are multiple levels of conflict
awareness.
At the lowest, basic level it is just two warring forces, both focused on destroying the other one. This is
the level of awareness of the average civilian across the globe, watching the news.
Above it lies a level of a cause – a slogan, an idea, a pledge, a promise, even a coin – anything that
convinces participants to risk their lives in actual combat, trying to eliminate other sides representing
different ideas. This is what most rank-and-file soldiers are aware of.
Then we have the level of politics – actual reasons that leaders have to wage war. Securing borders,
expansion, eliminating competition, are but a few of many reasons there are. This is the level of top
commanders and politicians.
And until the second half of the 20th century that was the end of the pyramid of conflict awareness.
But the Cold War period added another layer to it - superpowers and their conflict sponsorship in
smaller states. Delivering weapons and experts to “freedom fighters” in exchange for future allegiance
was a common practice, and helped in the destabilization of many underdeveloped countries,
bending them to the will of superpowers. For obvious reasons, this was fully understood only by
leaders of superpowers and their closest advisors.
At the dawn of the 21st-century superpowers became tools of lobbyists, more and more effectively
controlling politicians. Around that time the term “proxy wars” was coined. Sometimes even politicians
were not aware of agendas their sponsors had.
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Around the time of proxy wars, often fought
to suppress strategic resources of competing
countries, conflicts became a very powerful
variable on stock markets all around the world.
And it actually outlived them, when the United
States, the largest bidder in such investments,
collapsed. The irony is, that after the USA
shattered into a dynamic mosaic of local militia
alliances, it became a testbed of another level of
war financial speculations – Conflict Investments.
The idea was simple – to speculate on chosen
conflict, bidding on, or rather aiding a more
promising side of the conflict. Those with money
were aiding chosen sides, offering military
help, equipment and supplies, in exchange for
future concessions, contracts or allegiance.
Such investments often turned into bid wars
when both sides of the conflict had sponsors,
pumping money into the chosen side, to ensure
domination, at least up to a certain point where
projected profitability vs. risk was acceptable. It
is worth adding that many of those conflicts were
actually ignited by sponsors of one of the sides.
Humanity accepted that wars were now waged
for the empty coin, more and more detached
from ideals and reasons. Death in such wars

became a growing problem, especially in the
aftermath of the Flood. Public opinion was
saturated for decades with images of refugee
camps, pandemics, starvation, poverty and mass
graves, and simply had enough of it. At the same
time, insurance companies were raising their
interest rates to cover and profit from increasing
chaos. Flesh-made soldiers became a luxurious
product for those who had money. Paradoxically
those who had nothing could still field soft assets
in abundance.
But by that time it did not matter. Advancement
of technology allowed for a decrease of direct
human presence on the battlefield. Remotely
controlled robots and drones, unmanned combat
vehicles and tactical AIs, finally first cybernetic
organisms were slowly pushing grunts into
retirement.
With mixed results at first.
Early remote hardware assets were powerful,
but like any new technology, they were not
without flaws. After an initial wave of successes,
counter-strategies were developed to exploit
their shortcomings. This was probably one of
the most exciting and fastest military R&D race
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ever. Backdoors in software were exploited.
Behavioural algorithms were studied and driven
into loopholes. Sensors were tricked and led
astray.
Hardware developers responded with better
security, improved algorithms, and even morally
dubious experiments, like Exor’s Echo Delta
project, employing biological brains built into
the machine body. Each and every Echo Delta
sooner or later became at best suicidal, at worst
psychopathic, as it was in the case of Unit 20/9
and the infamous “Detroit Massacre”. While the
whole Echo Delta project was scrapped, there
are rumours that there are still few prototypes
out there, locked in hidden black labs. Similarly,
early autonomous AIs were unreliable, breaking
off formation, rampaging towards enemy lines
just to freeze in critical moments, or they were
unresponsive to commands, lethargic, apathetic
or simply panicking in a firefight. This flaw, called
Child Soldier Syndrome or Robo Shock took
years of research to be eradicated.
Over time those challenges were overcome,
either by newer tech or by regress to earlier
iterations. The most common solution is semiautonomous control AI installed in the asset, with
human handlers relying on commands remotely,
with the option to take over the asset in critical
moments. While they are most common, fully
remote controlled assets or autonomous robots
are also found in Hardwar era combat units.
With the advancement in hardware that didn’t
know pain, fear, cold or hunger, could react with
human instinct and artificial accuracy, and most
importantly, couldn’t sue for damages, atavistic
flesh and bone soldiers were songs of the past.
And so a new breed of war, inhuman and cold,
was born.

MERCENARIES
This is where independent contractors came to
the stage. As with every investment, it was all
about minimizing costs and maximizing profits.
Outsourcing soldiering to private contractors with
a solid track record was a great way to achieve
just that.

While mercenaries roamed the world probably
since the invention of war, it was in Hardwar
era when they really flourished. With gradual
dissolvement of traditional nations and
their armies, there were literally millions of
professional soldiers out of job, all over the
globe. Top brass, as usual, quickly have found
new, corporate masters to serve, some invested
in paramilitary or tech startup companies, some
became straight-up mercenaries.
Many, too estranged to join civilian life, and
not good enough for corporate assets, ended
up in crime sectors, becoming contract killers,
mobsters, gun dealers, even bandits and pirates.
Patriots of dying governments were forming
guerrilla forces, sometimes effective enough
to hold territory and try and restore old ways,
usually as dictators. Some even decided to
implement their own utopias in controlled areas.
To add to the mix, the world was changing, and
with change came chaos and anarchy, that was
easily exploited by many cunning ex-soldiers,
stealing and selling orphaned equipment on a
scale much larger than it was after the fall of
Soviet Union. From rifles and personal gear,
through tanks and missile launchers, ending on
aircraft carriers and nuclear submarines.
All of those events, directly connected to rapid
release of abundant military personnel and
equipment to the world, became a big problem
for transnationals. Without any significant
force able to handle outlaws rapidly growing in
strength, corporations decided to use ancient
rule of divide and conquer, using one asset they
had in abundance - money. Targets have been
identified, bounties placed, and corporations
could sit back and relax, watching rapid culling
of surplus ex-soldiers all over the world, fighting
among each other. If a mercenary team got
slaughtered while on the job, the price went up,
and three more posses were showing up to try
again until one succeeded.
In less than a decade most of the rogue elements
were either eliminated, under control, or straight
on employment roster of one of the new
masters. Rest was pushed into hiding in most
economically barren areas of the world. Bounty
hunters that survived this time became rich
enough to build their own financial empires, only
to be hired again by transnationals for protection.
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HARDWAR FORCE COMMANDER, YOU
Becoming a force commander in Hardwar
world is not a difficult task. You can start your
own private security company, lease a few war
machines and go out there, looking for contracts
from the big fish. You can be a corporate
commander, working for one of the major
forces of your world, executing the will of the
shareholders by all means necessary. You can
become a charismatic leader of revolutionary
forces, fighting against corporate overlords. You
can be a petty dictator in wastelands forgotten
by transnationals, or a noble, self-appointed
marshal, trying to protect helpless civilians
from raiders. You can be a pirate, you can be a
bounty hunter, you can be a mercenary. All you
need is to get your hands on some equipment,
find a few reliable hardware operators, and
convince someone with money to let you solve

their problem. If you are good enough, you can
get additional contracts with media to make a
reality holo-show about your group, you can get
sponsors from the arms industry, agents and
lawyers to negotiate your contracts, and that
penthouse mansion in the orbital city you have
always dreamt of.
Your force will face other security consultants
fighting for other employers. Sometimes you
will take part in internal power struggles,
sometimes you will perform a hostile takeover,
sometimes you will sabotage a competitive
facility, sometimes you will have to deal with
locals unwilling to relocate from your employer’s
property, sometimes you will go on a bandit hunt,
you will extinguish, or incite revolution… It will not
always be pretty, but surely it will be profitable.

ADVENTURE, FAME AND CREDITS AWAIT YOU
ON THE FIELDS OF HARDWAR!
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Hardwar is a fast-paced tactical combat game set in plausible future of dawning 22nd century - a
blend of dystopia and utopia in which nations are squeezed by the pressure of super-powerful
corporations, and yet space travel beyond the borders of our solar system lies tentatively within our
grasp. Many challenges of disease and poverty seem to have been overcome, yet the megawealthy
continue to treat the world as a playground that bends to their whim.
In such an environment, full-blown war is rare. But small, secretive conflicts of fierce intensity are
commonplace and corporations employ “security forces” with access to top-level military hardware in
numbers that would put many smaller nations’ militaries to shame.

CHECK-OUT THE OFFICIAL SITE AND
FOLLOW US ON THE FACEBOOK
stratominis.com
www.facebook.com/HardwarGame

